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Adolf Hitler was a political leader who sanctioned the murder of 11 million
 people, including 6 million Jews, because he declared them to be non-human. Those who
 forget history are destined to repeat it. Instead of calling a child in the womb a baby we
 call it a fetus declaring it to be non-human. However, scientific medical evidence shows
 that at 6 weeks and 6 days a fetus has eyes, hands and a heart beat.  If Queensland
 changes its laws about abortion there will be a government sanctioned holocaust of the
 unborn.  The number of unborn babies killed in The American Holocaust of the Unborn in
 the first 37 years after Roe vs Wade is 53 310 843. These children were killed by being
 vacumed piece by piece out of the womb, others were killed by having their skulls
 punctured with a scalpel, and others were killed by being burned with a saline solution.
 We don't need to follow in the footsteps of America.
 
Finish this sentence: It is ok to kill a baby in the womb when......
Some people would say when a mother can't emotionally or physically take care of it, but if
 abortion is the only option a society can offer struggling mothers, we are living in a very
 sad society. Some people say if the baby is the result of a rape, but why should a child die
 for the crime of its father? What is worse rape or murder? Some people say if the child is
 sick or will have a poor quality of life, but how can we know what a person's quality of life
 will be like before they are even born? Doctor's make misdiagnoses all the time, and our
 para-Olympians show us that living well despite a disability can be an inspiration to others.
 Some people say it is a woman's right to choose what happens to her body, but they
 forget that there is a father involved. Father's are allowed to make decisions about what
 their children will be named, where they will attend school, who they may have as friends,
 and father's should be allowed to choose that their child is allowed to live. There are many
 men and women who are hurting because they are unable to have children. Adopt these
 unwanted babies to them, make adoption laws easier for them.
 
Shortly after the war had ended the American troops made those living near the
 concentration camps go through them. They wanted them to see first-hand what had
 been causing all of the smoke to billow from the chimneys of those concentration camps,
 and to see what the political leaders that they had allowed into power had done. The
 people entered the camps with light-hearted demenours, clearly unaware of the horror
 that had been going on in their own backyards, but they exited very differently once they
 had known what actually had taken place. There are abortion 'clinics' near you pay them a
 visit to see what actually takes place behind their walls so you can witness first-hand what
 is happening in your own backyard. 
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Hitler killed Jews legally. He didn't do anything legally wrong, but what he did was morally
 wrong. If abortion is made legal in Queensland that doesn't mean that it won't be morally
 wrong. Germans living in Nazi Germany seeing Jews being killed all around them should
 have been horrified. Where was the world? Maybe the people of the world were thinking
 what can one person do? But maybe the world is made up of individuals who if they had
 all banded together could have stopped the holocaust. Today the political leaders of
 Queensland have an opportunity to be individuals who all band together to say not only is
 abortion legally wrong in Queensland it is also morally wrong in the eyes of God. We need
 to remember that this is not the only life we live. There is an afterlife and people who sin
 don't get to go to Heaven. The Bible says that no person who has told lies, no person who
 has stolen, no person who has lusted (which in God's eyes is the same as adultery), and no
 person who hates (which in God's eyes is the same as murder) enters Heaven. If just
 thinking a hateful thought is considered to be murder in God's eyes imagine how God
 views actually aborting an unborn child. Let's not even think about killing children let
 alone passing laws that make it legal. There should be no safer place on earth than inside
 of a mother's womb. 
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